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Towards clickable radio-immuno conjugates 
as theranostic agents for TEM-1 targeting

▪ The tumor endothelial marker 1 (TEM1/endosialin) is a receptor overexpressed in
several human cancers with minimal expression in normal tissues. It is a vascular
tumor marker, accessible from blood circulation and less susceptible to mutations.

▪ Taking advantage of the very fast kinetic in vivo of the click reaction between
tetrazines (Tz) and trans-cyclooctene (TCO), a TEM1 targeted TCO-mAbFc with a longer
biological half-life will be administered at a earlier time, while the radiocomplex
containing the Tz, will be administered only after the blood clearance of the former.

Clickable 161Tb-Complexes for  DNA-Targeted Radioimmunotherapy
These complexes, functionalized with Acridine Orange, will carry the radionuclide in the proximity of the nucleus. The strategic linker, containing a bio-cleavable dipeptide, 

will release the smaller radiometallated fragment which is more likely to enter the cell nucleus size where the biological effects of Auger electrons are more effective.

▪ Terbium is an excellent candidate for theranostic applications possessing four clinically
relevant radioisotopes for imaging and therapy:

149Tb α-therapy
152Tb PET
155Tb SPECT
161Tb β-/Auger therapy

A small panel of TEM1 targeted antibody fragments were labelled first with 125I and then with
111In, to evaluate their specific TEM-1 targeting ability and radiochemical stability and to select
the best candidate to be used in the pre-targeting approach with Tb isotopes, based on:

▪ Selective uptake in TEM-1 positive and negative mu/hu cell lines.
▪ Immunoreactive fraction determination through Lindmo assay.
▪ Cellular internalization of labelled mAbFc.

Pre-Clinical evaluation of a small panel of mAbFc Synthesis and characterization of clickable radiocomplexes
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Future Work and Perspectives

Four Tz-containing macrocyclic chelators, with different chemical structure, were synthesized
and used to obtain clickable 111In-radiocomplexes. The most promising chelator will be
selected for further studies within the pre-targeting approach, based on:

▪ Their in vitro stability;
▪ Their in vivo pharmacokinetics
▪ Kinetics and selectivity of their reactions with the TCO counterparts

▪ Optimization of the pre-targeting strategy for the selected clickable radiocomplexes and TCO-mAbFc using better available radioisotopes, like 111In or 177Lu, before pursuing the studies with
Tb isotopes to be produced by MEDICIS facility located at CERN in Geneva.

▪ Preclinical evaluation of the different radioconjugates im TEM1-positive tumoral cells and respective xenografts: cellular uptake and internalization, bio-distribution and SPECT imaging,
antitumor effects, radiotoxicity and mechanism of cell death, micro and nano-dosimetric calculations.

▪ The proposed strategies are expected to reduce the systemic radiation exposure of the patients maximizing the therapeutic efficacy and contributing to the development of a more
personalized approach in cancer treatment as the adjustment of therapies to the response of each patient and tumor can results in lower side effects and better tolerability of treatments.
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Cellular Uptake mAbFc1-125I
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Internalization mAbFc1-125I
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Cellular uptake and internalization of 125I-mAbFc1

Stability of 125I-mAbFc1, in cell culture media and PBS, at 4° and 37 °C (above 90% at 48h).

On going work

H-NMR, ESI-MS of DOTA-PEG-Tz and radio-HPLC of corresponding 111In radiocomplex

DOTA-PEG-Tz

Scope: Terbium isotopes and design of the appropriate Radioimmuno conjugate

Introduction: Pre-targeting approach

ACRIDINE ORANGE

DNA-intercalator

MACROCYCLIC CHELATOR    

Stabilize the radiometal

BIO-CLEAVABLE LINKER 

Release of the fragment

TETRAZINE 

Clickable compound 

TCO-mAbFc 

Clickable compound selective 

for TEM1 expressing cells
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